We evaluate the complexity of Colombian climate from extreme behavior of gauge 1 temperature and precipitation, using the the novel Tsallis' non-extensive entropy principle based on 2 physical information through the q-index. We find the spatial structure of non additive universal 
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As a generalization of the Boltzmann-Gibbs thermodynamic entropy (S BG ), Tsallis [55] proposed 85 an entropy function S q that better describes complex systems whose phase space is not ergodically 86 visited and therefore the extensive property of thermodynamic entropy is violated. For instance, in 87 systems regulated by several spatio-temporal scales as climate. This new entropy function has the 88 generic form:
where k B is the Boltzmann's universal constant, Ω is the state space represented by the variable 90 x ∈ R n , and f (x) is the probability density function. q is an entropic index that characterizes the The normalized q-exponential distribution satisfies the maximum entropy principle for S q with 99 constant mean as constraint, which is defined in [57] as:
Supposing that the state of the system is described by the random variable X whose excesses 106 Z = X(t) − u | X > u are defined over a enough high threshold u so that Z represents the tail 107 distribution of X. In agreement with [57] , if X follows a q-exponential probability density f q,β (x) its 108 excesses remain having a q-exponential distribution f q ,β (z), where:
The q-exponential distribution is particularly interesting because it provides the information of 
σ and ξ are the GP distribution parameters. σ is a positive scale parameter that gives information As both f q ,β (z) and f σ,ξ (z) belong to Fréchet domain, they are directly linked through the 120 relations:
This procedure permits the estimation of non-extensive parameters from the extreme behavior of 122 the system. 
127
Here we focus on excess over 90th percentile as a good agreement between the extreme behavior 128 representation and enough sample length for statistical purpose. of dynamical affinity with our studied system. Here, we refer to dynamical affinity in terms of 150 universality concept as coincidence or similarity in the q-index value since the connections we are 151 looking for overtake the particular details of any specific mechanism and revel a kind of order in to global climate phenomena as ENSO [32, 39, 41, 44, 47, 59] . In this sense, similar q-index values could 164 be expected for both variables, however we find that kind of coincidence for just a few stations. The 165 common case is same location has significant different q-index values for temperature and precipitation.
166
This result means that dynamics related to global phenomena is expressed in a different kind of 
Conclusions
171
In this contribution we evidence the non-extensive property of regional climate from the extreme 
